Baseball pitches
Review of AKL:A Units 2 and 3
If you say the right answer, go to first base. If you say the whole sentence exactly as it is here, go to an extra base. The
number after the sentence is the number of extra bases; so, if you’re on first base and you get “2” extra bases, go to
third base.
Catch the Error. If there is an error, correct the error. If there is no error, just say there is no error.
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What are our cities being died by? (killed) 1
How many traffic congestions do we have in Seoul? (How much traffic congestion) 2
How much do we suffer by traffic congestion in Seoul? (from) 1
The air in Seoul is getting dangerous to breathe. 1
Many peoples in Seoul are starting to get angry about its pollution. (people) 2
Another space shuttle just has been launched recently. (has just) 1
Did you use to hearing about space shuttles in primary school? (hear or Were you used to hearing) 2
Who I am sitting next to? (am I) 1
In high school I was used to stay up late at night. (was used to staying OR used to stay) 3
How much information do you have about mass transportation? 1 (When the predicate is shorter than the noun’s
modifying phrase, the predicate is often placed in front of the noun’s modifier.)
I am getting more difficult to learn English. (It’s getting more difficult for me...) 3
I used to study hard for three years. (for three years) 3
Seoul is coming to get very uncomfortable to live in. (starting to get or getting) (3)
The authorities just have said they will build a new subway. (have just) 1
Authorities aren't doing anything about the city's pollution. (The authorities) 1
Why doesn't the city do something for Seoul’s congestion? (about) 1
I asked her that why she didn’t love me. (that) 2
Doctors tried to save him, but he was died. (died) 2
How much traffic jam did you see today? (many traffic jams) 3
Trees and plants are killed by the chemicals in the air. 1
It costs too much for building a bridge everywhere one is needed. (to build) 3
She said to me that go away. (She told me to go away.) 3
Look both ways before you across the street. (cross) 1
Pollution in Seoul is being increased. (increasing) 2
How much worth is English fluency to you? (How much is English fluency worth to you?) 3
There’s a good chance for me to get above 90 on the mid-term exam. (that I will) 3
How would you be if I asked you to let me win this game? (it) 1
She has gotten married when she was in high school. (got) 3
Don’t be late. We’re meeting at 12:15 sharp. 1
I am confined my friends to SKKU students. (My friends are confined to...) 3
If you don’t answer quickly, we’ll start ahead without you. (go) 2
Please repeat that again. (again) 3
Can I have a question? (ask) 2
You must turn right at the next corner. (You must)
I always come up great ideas. (come up with great…) 2
I need some changes for the coffee machine. (change) 1

Complete the blanks. Say the correct word for the blank. If the blank requires no word, just say it requires none.
37. How _______ change do you have in your pocket? (much) 1
38. Her stomach is _______ bigger because she's pregnant. (getting or growing or becoming) 1
39. What is the answer _______ Seoul's pollution problem? (to) 2
40. How _______ chemicals are there in Seoul's air? (many) 1
41. What are plants and trees being killed _______? (by) 1
42. The air in Seoul is getting harmful to _______. (breathe) 1
43. I saw a photograph of the earth _______ from the moon. (taken) 3
44. Are you used to _______ this game yet? (playing or nothing) 2
45. I used to _______ the bus, but now I take the subway. (take) 2
46. I'm _______ to feel comfortable with English. (starting or beginning) 2
47. Are you used to _______ Seoul's subway system? (using or taking or nothing) 3
48. _______ you use to take the subway system when you were in high school? (Did) 2
49. More and more people are dying all _______ time. (the) 1
50. If you get this one wrong, please don't _______ your temper. (lose) 1
51. The problem in Seoul is _______ public transportation is crowded. (that) 2
52. Each year many children die or are badly _______ on our streets. (injured) 2
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The authorities should do something _______ our pollution problem. (about) 1
In the photo the Earth has just _______ above the moon's horizon. (risen) 1
This review is worth a lot _______ me. (to) 1
_____ is a good chance that I will get an A+ on the mid-term. (There) 1
I don’t understand. What point is he trying to _____? (make) 2
I have to catch a midnight _______ to Chicago. (flight) 1
If you want to teach a beginner, _______ it simple. (keep) 1
David has been learning the camera for 20 years or _______. (so) 2
Marsha has been reporting the news for 10 years so _______. (far) 2
My English speaking experience is _____ to this classroom. (confined) 2
_____ my great English skills, I should get a very good job when I graduate. (With) 1
My parents are _____ older and older. (growing or getting) 1
I used to be bad at English, but now I’m _____ into a good speaker. (turning) 3
If you need any money, get in _____ with Mr. MacPherson. (touch) 1
On the way home I’m going to stop _____ at the beer hall. (in) 1
_____ on, don’t go so fast! (hold) 1

Wh-questions. Pitcher, mumble the underlined words so that the batter can't understand them. Batter, ask the
pitcher.
Here’s an example.
Pitcher: I’m a student. (The pitcher should say, “I’m a shkdnfouwt.”)
Batter: What are you?
Pitcher: I used to study at SKKU in Seoul. (The pitcher should say, “I used to wksnghs jkst slkhas in Seoul.”)
Batter: What did you use to do in Seoul?
69. I’m a construction worker.
What are you? (2)
70. I used to work for a drinking place in Myoungryun-Dong.
What did you use to do in Myoungryun-Dong? (3)
71. I worked there for about five years.
How long did you work there? (3)
72. I worked there for about twenty-five years.
How many years did you work there? (3)
73. Then I moved to Myoung-Dong.
Where did you move to then? Or: Then where did you move to? (3)
74. I started working at a room salon when I moved to Myoung-Dong.
When did you start working at a room salon? (3)
75. That book costs 20,000 won.
How much does it cost? (2)
76. He used to study at Glendale Community College.
What college did he used to study at? (3)
77. I think that book is uninteresting.
What do you think about that book? (3)
Directions. Open to the map on w113. Describe the location of the place the pitcher asks you about, using the place
that the pitcher tells you after the question. (The batter only has to say the location phrase accurately.)
Here’s an example.
Pitcher: Could you please tell me where the flower shop is? (the noodle shop)
Batter: The flower shop is to the left of the noodle shop. Or: The flower shop is next to the noodle shop. Or: The flower
shop is kitty-corner from the electric shop.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I wonder if you would be kind enough to tell me where the flower shop is. (the electric shop)
The flower shop is kitty-corner from the electric shop. (3)
Would you be able to direct me to the Peninsula Café? (the noodle shop)
The Peninsula Café is across from the noodle shop. OR: The peninsula Café is opposite the noodle shop. OR: The
Peninsula Café is in the middle of the block. (2)
Could you tell me how I might find the bus stop? (Family convenience store)
The bus stop is (just) across from the Family convenience store. (3)
Would you kindly tell me how I can get across the main road? (pedestrian overpass)
Cross the pedestrian overpass. (2)
Could you tell me how I can get to the Mini Stop? (3rd and Myoungryun-Dong Street)
The Mini Stop is on the southeast corner of 3rd and Myoungryun-Dong Street. (3)
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